
  ABSTRACT 

Up to now functional hemispheric asymmetries for global/local processing have mainly been investigated 
with hierarchical letters as stimuli. In the present study. three experiments were conducted to examine 
whether corresponding visual-field (VF) effects can also be obtained with more naturalistic stimuli. To 
this end, images of animals with a pattern placed on their body were displayed as stimuli. The task for 
the global level and for the local level was to categorize the animals and the patterns. respectively. As 
a result. VF-effects were also found for these stimuli and tasks. It is conduded that the hemispheric dif-
ferences observed for hierarchical letters also hold for naturalistic stimuli. 

1. Introduction 

For more than twenty years, it has been proposed that the 
cerebral hemispheres differ with respect to their capacities for 
analytic and holistic processing. Mainly based on neuropsycho-
logical studies with split-brain patients, it has been hypothesized 
that the left hemisphere processes information more analytically, 
whereas the right hemisphere processes stimuli more holistically 
(for an early overview see Bradshaw & Nettleton, 1981). The 
investigation of this hypothesis has been considerably intensified 
after Navon's (1977) introduction of hierarchical letters as stim-
uli. i.e. of global letters constructed from local letters. Although 
Navon himself was mainly interested in the time course of glo-
bal and local processing, other researchers soon realized that 
hierarchical letters might also be ideal for investigating hemi-
spheric differences with respect to analytic and holistic process-
ing. One merely has to assume that these modes correspond to 
the processing of local and global letters, respectively (for a crit-
ical view in this respect see Kimchi, 1992). Accordingly, in 
behavioral studies one could present a hierarchical letter in the 
left visual field (LVF) or in the right visual field (RVF), and re-
quire the participants to categorize the local or the global letter. 
If the proposed hemispheric differences really exist, then the cat-
egorization of local letters should be faster for stimuli presented 
in the RVF than for those appearing in the LVF, whereas the 
opposite should hold for global letters. Indeed, only two years 
after Navon's (1977) paper, Martin (1979) reported such a study 
in which she found the expected visual-field (VF) effects. 

 

Meanwhile, hierarchical letters have successfully been applied 
in numerous behavioral studies (for overviews see Hubner & Vol-
berg, 2005; Van Kleeck, 1989; Yovel, Yovel, & Levy, 2001), electro-
physiological studies (e.g. Han, Fan, Chen. & Zhuo, 1999; Heinze & 
Munte, 1993; Malinowski, Hubner, Keil, & Gruber, 2002; Volberg & 
Hubner, 2004), neuropsychological studies (e.g. Delis, Robertson. & 
Efron, 1986; Lux, Thimm, Marshall, & Fink. 2006; Robertson & 
Lamb, 1991), and brain imaging studies (e.g. Fink et aI., 1996, 
1997; Heinze. Hinrichs, Scholz, Burchert, & Mangun, 1998: Lux et 
al.. 2004). However, hierarchical letters' are rather abstract and 
artificial (cf. Pomerantz, 1981). Therefore, although there have been 
some attempts to generalize the VF-effect hypothesis to the auditory 
domain (e.g. Ust & Justus, 2007), what is still missing is evidence 
that the results obtained with hierarchical letters can be generalized 
to naturalistic objects. 

In most global/local studies hierarchical letter stimuli were pre-
ferred, because they have some useful properties. First of all, they 
can easily be constructed. Moreover. the content at one level can be 
varied independently from that at the other level. This orthogonal-
ity property is crucial for preventing contingencies. i.e. the priming 
of global forms by local forms. and vice versa. Finally. global and 
local forms are not only independent, they can also be exchanged. 
That is, certain content can occur at one level, at the other, or even 
at both levels. This aspect is important if one wants to investigate 
which of the two levels of a hierarchical stimulus is processed fas-

1 Although hierarchical letters were used in the majority of studies. it should be 
noted that hierarchical stimuli with abstract and symbolic forms other than letters 
have also been applied in some studies (e.g. simple geometric shapes). For simplicity. 
though. we will mostly use the term 'hierarchical letters' even when we mean the 
whole class of such artificial stimuli. 
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ter. because without this property level and respective content are 
confounded. 

However. the objects we usually encounter in our environment 
are different from hierarchical letters. Thus, the challenge is to find 
objects that are natural but nevertheless retain some of the useful 
properties of hierarchical letters. First of all, it should be noted that 
for the investigation of hemispheric asymmetries exchangeability 
is not mandatory. because one is only interested in response time 
differences between the hemispheres within one level and not in 
response time differences between levels. VF-effects can therefore 
be examined with stimuli that have a specific content at each level. 
One would merely have to demonstrate that the specific content at 
each level does not produce VF-effects without being part of the 
hierarchical structure. Orthogonality. however. would be a desir-
able property. because, as already mentioned. information at one 
level should not be correlated with the information at the other le-
vel. Therefore. we were looking for objects that appear quite natu-
ral but retain at the same time the orthogonality property. 

As a first step. we considered stimuli usually applied in the field 
of object recognition and object categorization. Also in these areas 
global/local processing has been investigated to some extent. For 
instance, it has been shown that for the identification of living ob-
jects global information is more important than local information. 
whereas the opposite holds for the identification of non-living ob-
jects (e.g. lag, Hveem. Ruud. & laeng, 2006; Thomas & Forde, 
2006). The stimuli applied in such studies were mostly images of 
naturalistic objects. Therefore, we decided to use such stimuli also 
for our experiments. However, the question was which of their fea-
tures correspond to the global stimulus level and which to the local 
one. 

With respect to the global level. it seems reasonable to assume 
that it corresponds to the overall object shape. Behavioral (e.g. Ar-
guin & Saumier. 2004; Johnston & Hayes, 2000; laeng, Shah. & 
Kosslyn. 1999; large & McMullen. 2006) as well as neuropsycho-
logical (e.g. Behrmann. Peterson. Moscovitch, & Suzuki, 2006; 
Humphreys et al.. 1994) evidence suggests that the overall shape 
of familiar objects is perceived holistically, Le. that the overall 
shape is coded and represented independently of its parts. This 
view is also supported by results showing that the global shape 
of an object is already represented mentally at an early stage of 
processing (cr. Humphreys, 1998; Tyler et at, 2004). 

In view of the objects applied in these studies, we constructed 
shaded images of animals as stimuli and assumed that. because 
these stimuli represent familiar naturalistic objects, their overall 
shape is encoded hoJistically. Accordingly. the task for the global 
level was to categorize the animals. 

After we had decided to regard the overall shape of the animals 
as the global level, the question was what should be used as the lo-
cal level. One possibility would have been to consider the different 
body parts as the local level. However. this was inappropriate. 
Apart from the difficulty of finding a task for the object parts, the 
levels would not have been independent. because many parts are 
informative with respect to the object category. Le. the global level. 
Facing these problems. we decided to place a pattern of certain ele-
ments on the body of the animals (see Fig. 1) and to regard the ele-
ments as the local level. Accordingly. the task for the local level 
was to categorize the elements. Most importantly. because all ani-
mals could be combined with each element type. it was possible to 
vary the contents of the two stimulus levels independently. 

2. Experiment 1 

In our first experiment. the stimuli were images of a cat. a dog. 
or a dolphin with a pattern of dots, lines, or ovals placed on their 
body (see Fig. 1). The global task was to categorize the displayed 

animal as dog or cat, and the local task was to categorize the pat-
tern elements as dots or lines. Dolphins and ovals served as neutral 
components for the global and local task. respectively. Animals and 
elements were mapped to the response buttons in such a way that 
the stimuli were congruent, incongruent, or neutral. A stimulus 
was congruent or incongruent. when the animal and pattern were 
mapped to the same response or to different responses. respec-
tively. A stimulus was neutral, when the content of the irrelevant 
level was not mapped to any response. 

Given these stimuli. we expected similar VF-effects as those ob-
served with hierarchical letters. That is. there should be a LVF-
advantage for the animal categorization task. and a RVF-advantage 
for the pattern element categorization task. 

2.1. Method 

2.1.1. Partidpants 
Sixteen persons (10 female; mean age 23.6 years) participated 

in the experiment. All were right-handed (by self report), and 
had normal or corrected-ta-normal vision. 

2.1.2. Apparatus 
The stimuli were presented on a 21 "-color-monitor (Sony) with 

a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 85 Hz. A per-
sonal computer (PC) served for controlling stimulus presentation 
and response registration. 

2.1.3. Stimuli 
Shaded images of cats, dogs. and dolphins served as stimuli. 

Their color was brown. The animals were also covered with a pat-
tern of dot, line. or oval elements. Cats and dogs were combined 
with all three element types. whereas dolphins occurred only with 
dots or lines. Each animal/element combination was rendered in 
orientations of 60Á and 120Á in the depth plane. Then mirror 
images from each of these pictures were made. Thus. altogether. 
there were 32 different stimuli (12 dogs. 12 cats. 8 dolphins). 
Examples can be seen in Fig. 1. The stimuli were presented on a 
black background. The size of the stimuli depended on the animal 
and its orientation. respectively. Their height varied from 3.89Á to 
4.62Á. whereas. their width varied from 4.69Á to 5.58Á. The stimuli 
were presented at an eccentricity of 2.79' (center of the screen to 
center of the stimulus). 

2.1.4. Procedure 
The task for the global level was to categorize the animals as 

cats or dogs by pressing one out of two response buttons with 
the index or middle finger. respectively. of the same hand. Using 
the same buttons and fingers. the task for the local level was to cat-
egorize the pattern elements as dots or lines. Mapping of animals 
and pattern elements to response keys (or fingers). and responding 
hand were counterbalanced across participants. For instance. some 
of the participants had to respond to cat and dots with their index 
finger and to dog and lines with their middle finger of their right 
hand. Other participants responded with their left hand and/or 
had a different category-to-finger mapping. All four possible map-
pings were realized. 

Each trial started with the appearance of a letter as cue for 
300 ms at the center of the screen. A UT" (first letter of the German 
word Tier'. which means animal) or "MU (first letter of the German 
word 'Muster', which means pattern) indicated animal task (glo-
bal) or pattern task (local). respectively. After a blank screen of 
500 ms the stimulus was presented for 93 ms either to the left vi-
sual field (LVF). or to the right visual field (RVF) at an eccentricity 
of 2.79Á (center of the screen to center of the stimulus). 1000 ms 
after the response the next cue appeared. Errors were signa led 
by a tone. 
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Fig. I. Examples of stimuli used in Experiment 1. For further details see the texL 

There were three faeotors: Visual field (LVF or RVF). target level 
(global or loeal), and congruency (eongruent, neutral, or incongru-
ent). All factors were randomized within each block of trials. Alto-
gether there were 12 conditions. After one praetiee block, 10 blocks 
of96 trials were run. Altogether we obtained 80 responses for eaeh 
condition per partieipant. 

2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Response times 
The latencies of correet responses were entered into a three-fae-

tor ANOVA for repeated measurements on all faetors: Visual field 
(LVF or RVF), target level (global or loeal), and congruency (congru-
ent, neutral, or incongruent). 

The ANOVA revealed a significant main effeet of target level, 
F(l, 15) = 7.42, p< .05, indicating that responses to the locallevel 
were faster (513 ms) than those to the global level (546 ms). Also 
the main effeet of congruency was reliable, F(2,30) = 4.43, p< .05. 
The response times for eongruent, neutral, and incongruent stimuli 
were: 521, 530, and 538 ms, respeetively. There was also a signifi-
cant interaction between visual field and target level, F( 1,15) = 6.39, 
P < .05, in the expeeted direetion, as ean be seen in Fig. 2. For the 
loeallevel the responses to LVF-stimuli were slower (515 ms) than 
to RVF-stimuli (511 ms), whereas the opposite held for the global 
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Fig. 2. Visual-field effeets in Experiment 1. Ihe enor bars for the mean response 
times show the standard crror of the mean for the level-specific comparisons. 

level (540 ms vs. 551 ms). Planned comparisons revealed that the 
individual VF-effeet was signifieant for the global level, 
r( 47) = 2.45, p< .01, but not for the local level, t( 47) = 0.920, 
p=.181. 

2.2.2. Error rates 
Errors oeeurred, on average, in 4.80% of the trials. They were sub-

jeeted to an ANOVA of the same type as the response times. It turned 
out that the main effeets of target level, F( 1,15)= 13.6, P < .01, and of 
congruency, F(2,30) = 34.1, P < .0011 were signifieant. Responses to , 

the global level produeed more errors than those to the loeallevel 
(5.85% vs. 3.76%). The error rates for congruent, neutral, and incon-
gruent stimuli were: 2.42, 3.62, and 8.38%, respeetively. The two-
way interaction between visual field and target level pointed in the 
expected direetion, and was marginally signifieant, F( 1,15) = 4.25, 
P = .057 (see Fig. 2). Planned comparisons revealed that the VF-effect 
was signifieant for the loeallevel, t( 47) = 1.89, P < .05, but not for the 
global level, t(47) = 1.24, P = .111. 

2.3. Discussion 

The results show that VF-effects for global/loeal proeessing ean 
also be obtained with naturalistie stimuli (see Fig. 2). All VF-effeets 
point in the expected direetion, and the effeet for the global level 
was reliable in the response times, whereas that for the loeal level 
was reliable in the error rates. The different congrueney conditions 
had no modulating effeet. Thus, we can conclude that the VF-ef-
feets observed with hierarehai letters can also be observed with 
more naturalistie objeets. 

Although our VF-effects are similar to those o'bserved with hier-
archiealletters, one might hesitate to aeknowledge that they were 
due to a hierarchical global/loeal relation between animal shapes 
and pattern elements. With hierarchiealletters, where the same 
content appears at both levels, it is evident that only the position 
in the hierarehieal strueture (global or loeal) can be responsible 
for the lateralization. With our naturalistic stimuli, though, the 
shape of the animals can oeeur only at the global level and the pat-
tern elements only at the loeal level. As the shape of the animals is 
compl'etely independent of the elements, both components might 
also have been coded independently (cf. Kimehi, 1992) and, there-
fore, their processing might also be lateralized independently of 
the hierarehieal context. In this ease, if the animals and' pattern ele-
ments are presented in isolation, one would expeet to find the 
same VF-effects. If, however, the hemispherie differences do in-
deed renect proeessing asymmetries for the proeessing of global 
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and local information of a hierarchical stimulus, then no VF-effects 
should occur for animals and element patterns presented in isola-
tion. This question was addressed in the next experiment. 

3. Experiment 2 

In this experiment, we investigated whether the VF-effects ob-
served in Experiment 1 do also occur when animals and pattern 
elements are displayed separately across trials. At least for the an i-
mals such a result would not be unreasonable, because they al-
ready constitute some kind of hierarchical object, even without a 
pattern. The situation is different for the patterns. At least with 
respeet to globai/loca ~ research there is some evidence that 
VF-effects do not oceur for isolated local patterns (cf. Christman 
& Weiner, 1997; Kimchi & Merhav, 1991). In any ca se, the result 
of the present experiment should provide some information about 
the role of combining shapes and patterns for the VF-effects 
observed in Experiment 1. 

As stimuli for the animal categorization task we simply used 
shaded dogs and eats without any pattern. But what should be used 
as stimuli forthe element task? Ifwe had presented a whole pattern, 
then this eould have induced a virtual global contour that might have 
substituted the global anima I shape. Thus, we might have observed 
the same VF-effect as in Experiment 1, but for a different reason. That 
is, the elements might now have been coded as local elements rela-
tive to agiobai virtual contour. However, this is not what we wanted 
to test. On the other hand, presenting a single element would have 
reduced the compatibility with Experiment 1. Finally, as a eompro-
mise, we decided to use isolated pairs of lines and dots for the ele-
ment categorization task (for examples see Fig. 3). The elements 
were presented in a brown color on a blank black screen. 

Because animals and pattern elements were separated, it makes 
Iittle sense to refer to them as "global level" and "Ioeal level", 
respectively. Therefore, we call the corresponding factors "animal 
task" and "element task". If the animals and pattern elements in 
Experiment 1 were hierarchically coded as the global and local le-
vel of a eommon object, respectively, and if this relation is impor-
tant for the VF-effeets to oeeur, then we should observe no VF-
effects for the isolated components. 

3.1. Method 

3.1.1. Subjects 
Sixteen persons (15 female; mean age 23.1 years) partieipated 

in the experiment. All were right-handed (by self report), and 

had normal or eorreeted-to-normal vision. None of the subjects 
had pa rtici pa ted in Experiment 1. 

3.1.2. Stimuli and procedure 
The equipment and the procedure were the same as in the pre-

vious experiment. Also the stimuli were similar. Here, however, the 
patterns eonsisted of only two line or dot elements, respectively 
(for examples see Fig. 3). Their color was brown and they were pre-
sen ted on a blacl< background. They were presented at an eceen-
tricity that corresponded to that of the innermost pattern 
elements in the previous experiment. 

3.2. Results 

3.2.1 . Response times 
The latencies of correet responses were entered into a 2-factor 

ANOVA for repeated measurements on the factors visual jield 
(LVF or RVF), and tosk (animal or element). 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect of task, 
F( 1,15) =50.1, P < .001, indieating that the pattern elements were 
categorized faster than the animals (434 ms vs. 496 ms). This time, 
the interaction between visual jield and tosk was far from signifi-
eance, F( 1,15) = 0.070, P = .795. As ean be seen in Fig. 4, for the ani-
mal task there was even a small trend in the opposite direction. 

3.2.2. Error rates 
Errors occurred, on average, in 5.78% of the trials . They were 

subjected to an ANOVA of the same type as for the response times. 
It revealed a significant main effeet of cask, F( l,15 ) = 7.08, P < .05. 
Tilere were more errors for the animal task than for the element 
task (6.72% vs. 4.84%). The interaction between visual jield and cask 
was not significant, F( 1,15) = 2.87, P = .11. 

3.2.3. Comparison with Experiment 1 
An ANOVA including the data of Experiments 1 and of 2 re-

vealed a significant three-way interaction in response times be-
tween level, VF, and experiment, F(1,30) = 4 .71, p < .05. 

3.3. Discussion 

In the present experiment, it was tested whether the VF-effects 
observed in Experiment 1 also occur when the animals and pattern 
elements are presented separately across trials . As the results 
c1early show, this was not the ease (see Fig. 4). There was no signif-
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Fig. 4. The results of Experiment 2. The error bars for the mean response times 
Fig. 3. Examples of the stimuli presentcd in Experiment 2. show the standard error of the mean for the task-specific camparisans. 
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icant interaction between visual field and task. Although Fig. 4 
shows that there was a trend in the correct direction in the error 
rates. for the animal task this trend was not only unreliable. but 
was also counteracted by an opposite trend in the response times. 
Thus. our results indicate that it is essential for obtaining reliable 
VF-effects for global/local processing with our stimuli that the ani-
mal shapes and the pattern elements are mentally represented as 
the global and local levels of a common object. respectively. 

The result that animals did not produce hemispheric asymme-
tries even without the pattern was not necessarily expected. be-
cause animal shapes are actually hierarchical objects per se as 
they could be conceptualized as being composed of constituent 
parts. The present results. however. confirm that animal shapes 
can indeed be perceived holistically without independent repre-
sentations of their constituent parts (e.g Arguin & Saumier. 2004; 
Behrmann et al.. 2006; Humphreys et al.. 1994; Johnston & Hayes. 
2000; Laeng et al.. 1999; Large & McMullen. 2006). 

With respect to the local level it might be criticized that we 
reduced the number of pattern elements. and that this impedes 
the comparability with Experiment 1. However. even if this 
would have been the case. such a critique does not hold for 
the animal shapes. because they were identical in the two exper-
iments. If at all. then one would have expected an effect for these 
animal stimuli. However. also for the animal categorization task 
there was no VF-effect. Thus. taken together the data suggest 
that. if animals are shown with patterns on their body. the shape 
of the animal and the pattern elements are coded hierarchically, 
It seems that. only if the task-relevant components are part of a 
common global/local relation. they produce corresponding VF-
effects. 

4. Experiment 3 

Our first experiments demonstrate that VF-effects can also be 
obtained with natural objects, provided that the task-relevant 
components are coded hierarchically. However. there is one differ-
ence between our results and those usually found in studies using 
hierarchical letters as stimuli. With hierarchical letters there is 
usually no local advantage. Rather. the levels are equal in domi-
nance or there is even a global advantage. Le. the responses to 
the global level are faster than those to the local level. and the 
interference from global to local is stronger than that from local 
to global (e.g. HUbner, 1997; HUbner & Malinowski. 2002). In 
Experiment 1. however. although the interference did not differ be-
tween the levels. the categorization of the local pattern elements 
was faster than that of the global animal shapes. Thus. it remains 
open whether this local advantage was related in some way to 
the VF-effects observed in Experiment 1. Although there is no rea-
son to assume that a local advantage is favorable for observing VF-
effects with our more natural stimuli. for reasons of generality it 
would be desirable to see that the VF-effects do not depend on a 
specific dominance relation between the levels. 

To see whether VF-effects also occur if the local level is less 
dominant. we had to create appropriate stimuli. The local advan-
tage in Experiment 1 was presumably due to the fact that lines 
can easily be discriminated from dots. Therefore, relative to Exper-
iment 1. we now exchanged the roles of dots and ovals: Dots were 
used as neutral elements and ovals as relevant elements. Conse-
quently. the task for the local level was now to categorize the ele-
ments as lines or ovals. Because both element types are elongated. 
they should be more difficult to discriminate than dots and lines. 
Accordingly. we expected a global advantage. or, at least a reduced 
local advantage. If the dominance relation between the levels is 
irrelevant for hemispheric differences. then we should observe 
the same pattern of VF-effects as in Experiment 1. 

4.1. Method 

Twenty-four persons (20 female; mean age 23 years) partici-
pated in the experiment. All were right-handed (by self report), 
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. None of the partic-
ipants had participated in any other experiment of this study. 

The stimuli and the procedure were the same as in Experiment 
1. The only difference was that lines and ovals were used as task-
relevant pattern elements. whereas dots served as neutral ele-
ments. The local task was modified accordingly. 

4.2, Results 

4.2.1. Response times 
The latencies of correct responses were first entered into a 

three-factor ANOVA for repeated measurements on all factors: Vi-
sualfield (LVF or RVF). target level (global or local). and congTuency 
(congruent. neutral, or incongruent). 

The analysis revealed a significant main effect of congruency. 
F(2.46)· 5.67.p < .01. (congruent: 535 ms; neutral: 545 ms; incon-
gruent: 548 ms). However. the effect of congruency was further 
qualified by a two-way interaction between the factors level and 
congruency. F(2,46) = 11.3. P < .001. It indicates that global-to-Iocal 
interference (congruent: 529 ms; neutral: 553 ms; incongruent: 
549 ms) was much more pronounced than local-to-global-interfer-
ence (congruent: 542 ms; neutral: 538 ms; incongruent 547 ms). 
Most importantly, the interaction between visual field and target 
level was significant. F(1.23) - 9.64. P < .01. For the local level the 
responses to LVF-stimuli were slower (550 ms) than to RVF-stimuli 
(537 ms). whereas the opposite held for the global level (540 ms vs. 
544 ms). Planned comparisons revealed that the VF-effect was 
significant for the local level. t( 4 7) = 3.31. P < .01. but not for the 
global level. t(47) = 1.16. P = .128 (see Fig. 5). 

4.2.2. Error rates 
Errors occurred. on average. in 3.53% of the trials. They were 

subjected to an ANOVA of the same type as the response times. 
The main effect of target level was significant. F(1.23)-4.84. 
p < .05. More errors occurred for the global level than for the local 
level (3.89% vs. 3.15%). Also the congruency factor produced a reli-
able effect, F(2.46) = 32.5, P < .001. (congruent: 2.33%; neutral: 
2.92%; incongruent: 5.34%). No other effects were significant. The 
interaction between visual field and target level was marginally sig-
nificant, F(l,23) = 3.73, P < .066. For the local level more errors oc-
curred for LVF-stimuli (3.45%) than for RVF-stimuli (2.86%). 
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whereas the opposite held for the global level (3.5% vs. 4.05%). 
Planned comparisons revealed that the VF-effect was marginally 
significant for the local level. t( 47) = 1.47, p = .077, but unreliable 
for the global level, t( 47) = 0.901. P = .188. 

4.3. Comparison of Experiment 1 and Experiment 3 

In order to see whether the level dominance and the VF-effects 
differed between Experiments 1 and 3, the data were analyzed to-
gether. The considered factors were experiment (1 or 3), visual field 
(LVF or RVF). and target level (global or local). 

4.3.1. Response times 
The analysis revealed a significant interaction between target le

vel and experiment, F( 1.38) = 6.78, P < .05. It indicates that re-
sponses to the local level were faster in Experiment 1 than in 
Experiment 3 (513 ms vs. 544 ms). whereas the responses to the 
global level showed a trend in the opposite direction (546 ms vs. 
542 ms). The interaction between visual field and target level was 
highly significant, F( I, 38) = 15.8, P < .001, and did not significantly 
differ between the experiments. F( 1. 38) = 0.186. P = .668. Planned 
comparisons revealed that the VF-effect was significant for the glo-
ballevel, t(119) = 2.78, P < .Q1. and for the local level. t( 119) = 3.85, 
P < .01. 

4.3.2. Error rates 
The analysis revealed a significant main effect of experiment. 

F( 1.38) = 5.46, P < .05. It indicates that more errors were made in 
Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3. There was also a significant 
main effect of target level, F(l,38) = 17.8, p < .001. which however, 
was qualified by a significant interaction between target level and 
experiment, F(l,38) = 4.75, p < .05. It indicates that for the global le-
vel more errors were made in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3 
(5.84% vs. 3.89%), whereas the difference was less pronounced for 
the local level (3.76% vs. 3.15%). Most importantly, the interaction 
between visual field and target level was significant, F(I,38)" 7.98, 
p < .01, and did not significantly differ between the experiments, 
F(l,38) = 0.434, p = .514. Planned comparisons revealed that the 
VF-effect was significant for the local level, t(119) = 2.39. P < .01. 
and marginally significant for the global level, t( 119) = 1.54, 
p=.063. 

4.4. Discussion 

As expected, using lines and ovals as relevant pattern elements 
for the local task, the local advantage vanished, compared to Exper-
iment 1, where lines and dots had been used. This confirms our 
hypothesis that lines and dots are easier to discriminate than lines 
and ovals. Although the responses to the global level were only 
slightly faster than those to the local level (562 ms vs. 567 ms), 
with respect to congruency. there was now a global advantage, 
i.e. the interferences from global to local was significantly stronger 
than that from local to global. Most importantly, despite the global 
advantage, the VF-effects showed a similar pattern as in Experi-
ment 1 (see Fig. 5). This indicates that the VF-effects for our natu-
ralistic stimuli do no depend on a specific level dominance. 

5. General discussion 

The present study was concerned with functional hemispheriC 
differences with respect to global/local processing. Usually, corre-
sponding VF-effects are investigated with hierarchical letters (for 
overviews see Hubner & Volberg, 2005; Van Kleeck, 1989; Yovel 
et al., 2001 ). Their predominant use is mainly due to the fact that 
these stimuli are not only relatively easy to construct. but that 

the content of the levels can also be exchanged and varied inde-
pendently (Pomerantz, 1981). Although these properties have 
many advantages from an experimental point of view, they are also 
rather specific, which might severely restrict the generality of the 
obtained results. Thus, the aim of the present study was to exam-
ine whether similar level-specific VF-effects can also be obtained 
with more naturalistic stimuli. 

A great challenge was to find appropriate stimuli. Results on ob-
ject recognition suggest that the global level of an object corre-
sponds to its overall shape. More difficult, though, was to 
determine the component that represents the local level. The fig-
ural parts of a natural object are inappropriate for our objective, 
because they usually provide cues for the object category. More-
over, because the parts constitute the overall shape, they cannot 
be varied independently. In view of these constraints. we con-
structed images of animals with a pattern on their body surface. 
The task for the global level was to categorize the shown animal, 
while the task for the local level was to categorize the pattern 
elements. 

In our first experiment, we presented our naturalistic stimuli 
and examined whether they produced the expected VF-effects 
with respect to global/local processing. Our results show that this 
was indeed the case. Reliable VF-effects occurred for both levels. 
However, despite this success it remained unclear whether our 
stimuli addressed the same processes usually involved in the pro-
cessing of hierarchical letters. Obviously, our animal stimuli can 
still be considered as hierarchical objects even if the pattern is re-
moved. Thus, the question was whether VF-effects would also oc-
cur if animal shapes and patterns were presented separately. This 
possibility was examined in Experiment 2. It turned out that the 
isolated shapes and patterns did not produce VF-effects? This im-
plies that the animal shapes and pattern elements in Experiment 1 
had indeed been coded as levels of a common object. and that such 
a coding is necessary for VF-effects to show up. 

Thus, the results of our first two experiments suggest that the 
VF-effects observed with our natural stimuli are based on the same 
hemispheric differences as the VF-effects observed with hierarchi-
cal letters. However, compared to other VF-studies, the results of 
Experiment 1 are different with respect to the relative dominance 
of the levels. With hierarchical letters as stimuli, the responses to 
the global level are often faster than those to the local level, or at 
least equally fast (e.g. Yovel et aI., 2001). and the interference from 
global to local is stronger than the interference from local to global. 
In Experiment 1, though, the interference between the levels was 
equally strong, and the responses to the local level were even faster 
than the responses to the global level. To test whether this local 
advantage was in any way responsible for the observed VF-effects, 
a further experiment was conducted in which the same animals 
were displayed as in the previous experiments. This time, however. 
lines and ovals had to be categorized as local task. instead of lines 
and dots. It was expected that the discrimination between lines 
and ovals would be more difficult than the discrimination between 
dots and lines, and that this would slow down the responses to the 
local level. This was indeed the case. There was no local advantage 
in Experiment 3. Rather, although there was no response time dif-
ference between the levels, the interference form global to local 
was this time stronger than the interference from local to global. 
Nevertheless, a reliable interaction between level and VF occurred, 

2 One of the reviewers raised the question of whether the small proportion of male 
subjects in this experiment could be responsible for the null effect. because it has 
been hypothesized that men are more lateralized than women (Harris. 1978). 
However. such an account is rather unlikely. First of all. several studies have shown 
that. if sex differences exist at all, they are extremely small (cf. Boles. 2005; Hiscock. 
Israelian. Inch, Jacek, Br Hiscock-Kalil. 1995). Funhermore. in our other experiments, 
where VF-effects were found. males were also in the minority. 
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which did not differ from that in Experiment 1 This demonstrates 
that the specific dominance relation between the levels is unim-
portant for the VF-effects. 

Altogether, the results of the present study demonstrate that 
the VF-effects observed for the global/local processing of hierarchi-
cal letters can also be obtained for naturalistic stimuli if appropri-
ate stimuli and tasks are employed (for a related result in the 
context of a categorization task see Studer & Hubner, in press). 
Although the level-specific VF-effects were relatively small and 
varied to some extent in size across Experiments 1 and 3, on aver-
age. they were reliable. This is good news for all researchers con-
cerned with hemispheric asymmetries for global/local processing. 
They can continue their research with abstract hierarchical letters 
without worrying that their results cannot be generalized to natu-
ralistic objects. 

However, we also have to concede that the generalization in the 
present study is restricted to living objects. Thus, an interesting 
question is: Would we expect the same outcome for non-living ob-
jects? If we consider the members of basic categories, then it turns 
out that the global shapes of non-living objects within a basic cat-
egory usually show a greater Variability than those of living things, 
because non-living things are more defined by their function than 
by their visual appearance (e.g. Thomas & Forde, 2006). For in-
stance, the shapes of different lamps vary to a high degree, whereas 
all kinds of birds look rather similar. Thus, it is plausible to assume 
that living objects and non-living objects are categorized by 
attending to their global shape or by attending to their local details, 
respectively. This hypothesis is supported by results showing that 
the right hemisphere exhibits an advantage for the categorization 
of living objects (e.g. taeng et aI., 1999), whereas, for the identifi-
cation of non-living objects, the left hemisphere shows an advan-
tage (e.g. tag et aI., 2006). Thus, these results for the local level 
of non-living objects are in line with the present data. In a glo-
bal/local task with non-living objects. however, it is clear that sub-
jects would also have to pay attention to the global level of the 
non-living objects on corresponding trials, which should involve 
the right hemisphere. Thus, it is likely that in a global/local task 
an interaction between visual field and level would occur similarly 
to the one in the present study for living objects. Whether this is 
indeed the case, however, has to be shown in further studies. 

A further aspect of that bears mention is that the naturalistic 
stimuli applied in the present study seem to have a favorable prop-
erty compared to hierarchical letters. With hierarchical letters, VF-
effects are often restricted to incongruent stimuli (e.g. Hubner & 
Malinowski, 2002; Van Kleeck, 1989), at least in focused attention 
paradigms (cf. HUbner, Volberg, & Studer, 2007). In contrast. the 
VF-effects in the present study did not depend on a specific con-
gruency condition. Thus. the application of our stimuli seems to 
generally increase the probability of observing VF-effects for glo-
bal/local processing. 

The observation that. if hierarchical letters are used as stimuli, 
VF-effects do not occur in congruent conditions (Le. if the global 
and local level activate the same response). can be explained by 
the integration theory of global/local processing (Hubner & Vol-
berg, 2005). This theory assumes that the letters of a hierarchical 
letter can already be identified at an early stage of processing, 
where the hemispheres do not differ. It is proposed that the hemi-
spheres only differ at a later stage, where the object features are 
integrated into a more complete object representation. Because 
congruent stimuli activate the same response. a response can al-
ready be selected by the information available at the early stage, 
which explains why there are no VF-effects for these stimuli. Only 
when the letters activate competing responses, which is the case 
for incongruent stimuli, information from the late stage is needed 
to select the correct response, and this stage is where the VF-ef-
fects originate (for details see Hubner & Volberg. 2005). Thus. 

according to the integration theory. the present results indicate 
that response selection for our natural objects is always based on 
a relatively complete object representation. For instance, it is pos-
sible that natural objects automatically lead to an initial high-level 
percept and that further processing is then required to extract 
information for specific tasks (cf. Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004). Sub-
sequent research has to show whether this is indeed the case. 

In any case, as far as we know, the present study is the first with 
naturalistic stimuli that reports the proposed VF-effects for global/ 
local processing. Thus, our results show that the functional hemi-
spheric differences for global/local processing observed for hierar-
chicalletters can also be generalized to naturalistic stimuli. 
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